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About This Software

ArtPose Pro is a fun and artistic app for posing the Male and female figure. Create fast and dynamic poses in minutes. Quickly
flesh out an ideal pose to use in your favorite art apps. ArtPose Pro lets you Pose two figures together male or female at the
same time. Change the size shape of the figures and the lighting to get just the look you want. 240 preset starter poses make

getting started a snap. ArtPose is about keeping you in the moment of creation.
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The game has yet nothing to offer. No Content.

It's a multiplayer only game without players...

Maximum price in my opinion: 0,10\u20ac. As someone who had once experienced a home invasion, I wasn't quite sure how I
felt about this game. Typical jump scare games were never my favorite as they raised my anxiety. After all these years, I finally
set some time aside and saw this video come across my recommended videos on youtube.

I was initially surprised to see such a small response from this game. It was only a few bucks so I didn't hesitate on purchasing it.
After downloading and giving it a go, I am hooked on how addicting this is. I haven't played much (Since ive been at work most
of the day) but any minute I have time to crack open my desktop to play this, I try to sneak in a few minutes here or there.
Finally, it being the weekend I can spend some time playing this tonight.

I highly recommend this game, I just hope one day it will get the credit it deserves being a true indie. I look forward to playing
the rest of this game. It is difficult at the same time it is fun. Not only does it raise my anxiety, but in a way its terrifying too as I
torment myself constantly worrying about watching the door. A game that connects my real life (unfortunate) experiences in
which I relive every day, in a virtual world that pokes at this fear I have (not in a joking way) really helps push me past some
mental barriers I have had for years.. I enjoyed this game (^=^)!. 100% Orange Juice with Bullet Hellz! Seriously what's not to
like? Replay mode to check out where you triumphed and where you died, a wierd story about pudding, tough bosses and
bizarre things to shoot, really infectious music, a conquest/story mode where you can save as you progress and an arcade mode
plus more than a few difficulty levels....A really well done and extremely fun shmup. Well worth the money. 10/10 for a great
experience.. Was a decent game for 5-10 bucks.

Makes for a great stocking stuffer for younger people, I found the puzzles a little bit too easy.

Voice acting, graphics, and animations were average.
Storyline was average as well, just overrall an average game, worth killing a few hours of time over, the puzzles felt pretty
unique except a sudoko one. The hidden object scenes were cool, a good throw back to those kids magazines you find in the
dentist office. =P

Also.....Angelica is one hell of a cleptomaniac....... Played this game before it was even on steam, amazing game and i cant wait
to see what the future holds for it!. If I could find it I could play it. nice atmosphere, good puzzles and achievements!.
Absolutely love it!
I played it about 4-3 Years ago and it's still a Brilliant Game..
It sucks how Multiplayer is Down though..
And that there's no Frontlines: Fuel Of War 2..
But Still! A Fantastic Game!
10/10
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i don't know if it's worse that this wasn't included in an update or that i actually spent currency on this. Coming into this game I
was hoping for a more simulation style Ace Combat, unfortunately that is not the case. First thing I did, as I do in all games, was
check the key layout and controls for flying with a keyboard. It was doable in writing, unfortunately, it's poorly executed in-
game. The throttle up key (arrow key up) does exactly that it throttles up, however it also turns the camera in-cockpit 90 degrees
left. Slowing down (arrow key down) does the same thing, it throttles down with the expense of turning your camera 90 degrees
right.

 Also, before purchasing JASF, I read in multiple places that the game can be used with a joystick\/gamepad\/Xbox 360
controller. Nope. I restarted the game (with Xbox 360 controller connected) and was prompted with the "Enter" key as well as
the arrow keys for navigating the menu. Fair enough, the menu is keyboard exclusive, I can understand that. As I went in-game I
soon noticed that there were new icons. For instance, instead of an arrow key, it was the "A" button. I pick up my Xbox 360
controller and press "A" for a solid 10 seconds... Nothing. The voiceover is still going, droning about my important task at hand.
I keep pressing "A", then "B" then every other button on my controller. Nothing. For a game that is ALSO on Xbox 360, there
was a transition error or flawed coding to not have a smooth transition to PC.

Graphics: Not much concern. Although, I did experience some screen tears and occasional stuttering throughout my loop-de-
loop camera turning spiral into the end of the runway. Nothing gamebreaking however. Planes look good, environment is
minimal but effective. Cockpit perspective looks alright. Not much criticism here.

I'm a huge fan of the Ace Combat series, I've played hours upon hours of IL-2 Sturmovik for PS3, even more on Heroes of the
Pacific and Secret Weapons over Normandy for PS2 and many more airplane specific games (I'm not going to include
Battlefield games because that's somewhat taboo to flight simulator enthusiasts). So, it's safe to say that this is no user error, this
is a game with potential, but failed to properly execute the most basic of video game tasks, the controls.. Good puzzle and cute
characters. the puzzle lover should buy.. if your looking for an indie game try it its alright but it can get weird and theres some
glitches and its difficult. Fort Defense is a pretty basic tower defense game, it has great graphics and levels that can be really
challenging. Fun game to spend a couple of hours, nothing more.. This is an interesting little novella. It is an alternate take on
one of the tales in Les 4 Alice: Lorange Journey. While I will not spoil it, this tale changes the creatures to... sex-crazed.

Anyway, worth the read. Might need the Adult DLC for full reading experience.
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